
also includes google slides 

Special EdFRACTION
BUNDLE



These units were created
with this guy in mind.  He

has autism and an
intellectual disability.  He is

a non-reader and lacks
many pre-requisite math

skills needed for math. With
some support, he is able to
do this unit and enjoys the

challenge.   He is my tester!!



Greatest Common Factor (2 weeks)
Least Common Denominator (2 weeks)
Adding Fractions (3 weeks)
Subtracting Fractions (3 weeks)
Multiplying Fractions (2 weeks)
Dividing Fractions (2 weeks)
FREE BONUS: Fraction activities (to review basic fraction
units)

This bundle includes 6 different units that are typically taught
in this order.  It includes 14 weeks of instruction:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All units have
printable AND

digital
versions 



Here are the skills covered in each unit:

Greatest Common Factor:  factor trees, outside in charts, listing
multiples, and finding prime numbers

Least Common Denominator:  finding multiples and rewriting fractions
using new denominators

Adding Fractions: finding the least common denominator, finding the
greatest common factor, adding two fractions with and without common
denominators, simplifying proper and improper fractions



Subtracting Fractions:  changing whole and mixed numbers into
fractions, finding the least common denominator, finding the greatest
common factor, subtracting two fractions with and without common
denominators, simplifying proper and improper fractions

Multiplying Fractions:  changing whole and mixed numbers into
fractions, multiplying two fractions, simplifying proper and improper
fractions

Dividing Fractions: changing whole and mixed numbers into fractions,
dividing two fractions using the KEEP, CHANGE, FLIP method,
multiplying fractions, simplifying proper and improper fractions



Detailed lesson plans
A book PLUS a pre-recorded PowerPoint show and movie version
Vocabulary board
Power cards
Group activities
Matching and sorting activities
Various practice worksheets
Quiz
Digital activities

All the units are structured similarly so students become
familiar with the type of activities and can concentrate more
on the content. Each unit includes all or most of the following:

All units have
printable AND

digital
versions 



 Every unit has a
table of contents. 

 There is a separate
file with directions

and links to the
digital activities. 



 Every unit has a
detailed lesson plan
with suggestions, a

quick look, and a
daily step-by-step

guide. 



 Every unit has a book
with simple text and
engaging photos or

illustrations.  It comes
in a pdf, recorded

PowerPoint show, and
an mp4 file. 



 Every unit has a
vocabulary board to

use while working
through the unit. 

 Suggestions for use
are included. 



Each unit comes with
power cards to review

the steps from that
unit.  Students can use
these cards as a quick

reference when solving
problems throughout all

the units.



All units have group activities to help with generalization and real-
world examples of the skills covered in that unit.

Greatest Common Factor:  Find 10 group activities in my blog post   
 CLICK HERE (also included in the unit)
Least Common Denominator:  5 different activities plus prime number
bingo game
Adding & Subtracting Fractions: work through problems using fraction
cards and templates
Multiplying Fractions: Drawing out equations
Dividing Fractions:  Bean Party

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2022/07/11/10-activities-for-finding-factors-for-small-groups/


There are lots of
worksheets in each unit
for students to practice

the individual steps
needed for that skill as
well as working through

the entire problem.



Problems are spaced
out and there is color-

coding and other visual
structure present to
support students as
they work through

each step.



Finally, each unit has
a quiz that covers

the concepts in the
book and sample

problems.



All of these units include digital versions of the activities.  There are 2 sets of
slides included.  One requires students to type in their answers.  The other
set has color coding for more support and students are clicking and dragging
the answers to fill in boxes withouth having to type anything.

There is a movie version of the book.

These make great independent learning centers.

Quickly combine slides from the 2 sets to create the perfect combination for
each student.



The movie version of the
book from the unit is

narrated and animated. 
 It walks through solving

the equations step by
step.



One set of slides
requires students to

type in their
answers.



One set of slides is
color coded and

students click and
drag their answers.



I realize there will be some
students out there unable to do
cutting activities.  I have a blog
post with ways to complete
activities without a pair of
scissors!!

Click Here to read more!!

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2020/04/27/no-scissors-allowed/

